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Introduction

Ragtime  by E.L. Doctorow is seen by many as a defining American novel, and a comprehensive

portrait of America. It was well received by both critics and the public and was a best-seller when it

was published. In fact it is sometimes referred to as one of The Great American Novels, an epithet

many writers in the United States in the 20th century strived to have applied to their work. It takes

place in and around New York City in the beginning of the 20th century and depicts the lives mainly

of three families; a white middle-class WASP family, a black family and a Jewish immigrant family.

These lives are then intertwined with a number of other characters, many of them famous.

An element that makes Ragtime so famous and successful, is how it manages to capture so

much of American life, that of the immigrant who is only learning to become an American, as well

as the established ones; the people already part of something by many believed to be extraordinary. 

A striking method through which Doctorow achieves this comprehensiveness is by blending

reality and fiction. He lets real historical characters meet his fictional ones, causing the interaction

between  them to  create  the  sense  that  these  people  actually  live  at  the  same  time,  share  the

experiences of America at this time, and can relate to the same things. The fictional people become

a part of the same (liberally modified) historical chronicle as the ‘real’ characters, rather than of a

made-up story in a novel. By allowing rich and poor, famous and unknown, success and failure,

fantasy and reality to meet in this way, Doctorow makes it possible for a majority of Americans, and

many from other parts of the world, to relate to the story. This is the book’s greatest appeal and

what makes it so easily accessible for so many people.

It  can be argued that by allowing so many diverse elements together form a picture of a

country  and  its  history,  the  book  connects  to  the  positive  view  on  fragmentation  amongst

postmodern artists and writers. This will be further explained in the Theoretical Background. The

essay investigates how Doctorow’s techniques and ways of writing affect readers, and will argue

that it changes their ways of viewing history. By celebrating fragmentation in the way Ragtime does

– by including almost everything and everyone: the famous person’s story and that of the unknown,

what did happen and what could have happened – it provides an alternative to history. Doctorow

makes readers realise that both his version and other, established versions are simply alternatives of

history, and hands them the freedom to create their own history and place within it.

Theoretical Background

Doctorow wrote Ragtime in 1974, at the mid-1970s peak of postmodernist literature. It is therefore

not surprising to see postmodern elements in it. In Beginning Theory, Peter Barry shows one of the

differences between modernism and postmodernism by explaining the different views and attitudes

to the fragmentation of art. While the “lament, pessimism and despair” of modernists about the state
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of the world was shown through fragmentation, postmodernists  celebrate it  as an “exhilarating,

liberating  phenomenon”  (Barry  84).  The  latter  seem  to  use  fragmentation  not  to  express  a

pessimistic  view  that  the  world,  its  values  and  cornerstones  are  falling  apart,  but  to  create  a

comprehensive and more ‘real’ description of us, our world and our history, both in terms of who is

in it and what happens in it.

After reading Ragtime, I was fascinated by how it affected me as a reader. It made me create

such clear, visual pictures of a time past and historical events, and I wanted to investigate how this

is achieved; how the process works in making a reader see or rediscover a nation’s reality and

history, as well as one’s own. Therefore theories concerned with how we see things and how texts

affect us as readers are relevant. They will help me to understand the reflections from my own close

reading better, as well as the reception the novel got in the academic world and in the media.

Perception and Visuality – John Berger

John Berger argues in the first essay of his book Ways of Seeing that “Seeing comes before words. It

is seeing which establishes our place in the surrounding world; we explain that world with words,

but words can never undo the fact that we are surrounded by it” (Berger 7). This tells us that the

words we use to describe our world affect us, but that an author can never know how a reader will

interpret the text since every reader has their own way of seeing. However, since words are used to

describe our world, the author also knows that readers can be affected to a great extent. We will see

in the analysis that Ragtime is proof of this in the way it affects readers’ perception of history.

The essay discusses the discrepancy,  the differences, between what we see and what we

know: “Each evening we see the sun set. We know that the earth is turning away from it. Yet the

knowledge, the explanation, never quite fits the sight” (Berger 7). This explains why people might

doubt an established version of history and look for a ‘truer’ picture in a manipulated version. There

is thus a need for alternative ways to describe our world,  which is what Doctorow is doing by

blending fact and fiction.

Berger acknowledges that when our established ‘knowledge’ of the world changes, the way

that  knowledge  affects  how we  see  things  changes  accordingly.  He  brings  up  the  example  of

people’s earlier belief in the physical existence of Hell and what that meant for the experience of

fire (8). While of course people’s associations from the sight and sense of fire and burns remain, the

connection to Hell has gradually decreased and nearly disappeared. Thus, an alternative view has

become an established one. What this tells us is that every view of history is an alternative, and that

it is possible for the statuses of different alternatives to change. When Ragtime brings a new version

to its readers, it is possible for them to see it, and other versions, for what they are – alternatives. 

According to Berger, all images in this context are created by man, and our ways of seeing,
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both those of the creator and those of the person viewing the image, always affect the perception we

have of these images (10). This can also be applied to the images conjured up in a literary text. The

picture of history painted in  Ragtime  is coloured by Doctorow’s way of seeing America and the

world.  In  addition,  the readers then apply a multitude of  ways of seeing,  creating a collage of

perceptions  and  levels  of  appreciation  which  together  create  an  extremely  varied  and

comprehensive picture of America and its history. This begins to explain the novel’s success as an

alternative historical chronicle.

Another part of Berger’s discussion concerns the way our assumptions change in relation to

certain values such as beauty, genius and truth. He argues that when these no longer correspond

with the present, they make it harder for us to understand the past: “The past is not for living in, it is

a well of conclusions from which we draw in order to act” (11). In other words, when we feel that

our values and ideas do not agree with the conventional world view, we are free to create our own

relation between present and past. This could be the situation for people who think that they or their

views  are  not  represented  in  descriptions  of  history.  They  could  then  be  receptive  to  a  new,

alternative history description, such as Ragtime.

The maintenance of an established view, the reluctance to view things with different eyes or

in a new light, can in this context be called nostalgia. Berger emphasises that while the past can

never be present again, it can be seen in new ways if we let go of this nostalgia (30). If we, for the

sake of discussion, replace ‘art of the past’ with ‘events of the past’ (i.e. history) here, we have

another link to Ragtime, and another way to see how Doctorow affects the reader’s perceptions of

past and present.

Reader-Author Interaction – Wolfgang Iser

In investigating the reading process, Wolfgang Iser describes how we as humans function in relation

to a text. Iser illustrates how the relation between text and reader is similar to the basic elements of

communication, in that just like in communication, success is dependent on a two-way participation

and the text needs to activate this participation in the reader (107). In order for a successful reading

experience, the text needs to trigger a reaction in the reader to interact with the author; the will and

ability to participate. The text’s structure and content awaken the ‘functions’ in the reader’s mind

which can deal with the received material.

Iser  discusses  the  means  by  which  authors  attempt  to  invite  this  desired  participation:

“Although the text may well incorporate the social norms and values of its possible readers, its

function is not merely to present such data, but, in fact, to use them in order to secure its uptake”

(107, original italics). Authors thus include these norms and values in their texts, not to simply tell

readers about them, but rather as a kind of ‘bait’ to get them interested. 
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Iser likens reading to experience, meaning that when we become deeply involved in a text,

we temporarily push our old views away in  the  same way as  when we become involved  in  a

significant experience. The old views do not disappear, but they start to blend with new ones that

come from the text or experience. As long as the suspended, pushed-away earlier views remain

unchanged, the present is unknown. As the reading goes along, however, the past experiences and

views will change because they are restructured by the new ones we have gained (Iser 132). If we

apply this theory to Ragtime, the readers, when sufficiently enthralled by the text, start pushing their

old perspectives of America’s history to the back of their minds, and as they continue reading, start

merging them with the new perspectives that come in. Thus the ‘finished product’ is a mix of what

the readers thought before and what they have now read; therefore a more open and diverse version

of  history.  In  this  version,  which  they  can  easier  relate  to  since  they  have  partly  created  it

themselves, they can find their own place in history.

The process after the reading process is also described by Iser, who suggests that in books

where the image-building is very strong, we become so gripped that we feel as if we are temporarily

taken away from the real world (Iser 140). This temporary isolation means that when we finish

reading, “Suddenly we find ourselves detached from our world […] and able to perceive it as an

object. […] we can view our own world as a thing “freshly understood”” (Iser 140). I believe that

this is central to what Doctorow aimed for his readers to do when they finish reading Ragtime.

Iser develops how the readers’ worldview can change from a successful reading experience,

having had their viewpoints of norms ‘opened up’ by the text. He argues that the experience triggers

an openness towards the world and also of the readers’ own minds. The readers can see how their

points of view change during the reading process,  which strengthens the possibility of viewing

established ideas and worldviews not as given versions, but simply alternatives (Iser 211). Knowing

that this can happen after a reading experience helps us to investigate whether this also happens

with Ragtime, whether it initiates this new perception of seeing established views as alternatives. 

The purpose of this essay is to investigate the effect Doctorow’s book has on readers, and

how this is achieved. The theories of Berger and Iser are therefore helpful, in the way they describe

how we as humans perceive things that we take in, as well as how we as readers interact with a text

and its author.

Method, Material, Research & Sources

The essay will investigate what this kind of writing achieves, through close reading and reflections

based on the theories outlined above, as well  as by looking into, and reflecting on, the book’s

reception in  the academic  world  and in  the  media.  I  will  not  include  in  the essay’s  scope the

discussion of what is real and what is not in Ragtime, since this is too subjective to determine, but
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instead focus on the effects it has on the reader. 

Although originally published in 1974, the edition of Ragtime which I have been using was

published by Plume Books in 1996 and re-published in Penguin Classics with an introduction in

2006. Since I am not aware of any changes made after the original publication, I do not anticipate

this to affect the essay.

Ragtime is a very famous and popular book, and is thus both well-read and well-analysed.

According to John Williams who has written about the reception of Doctorow, there are “more than

fifty essays  and five  books devoted in  part  or  whole to  Ragtime”  (42).  Some of  this  previous

research will appear in the essay but because of the lack of space I have not been able to look into

all of it. 

My  secondary  sources  include  books  dealing  with  postmodernism  and  postmodernist

writing, as well as ones dedicated solely to investigating Doctorow’s literature and to reviews of the

novel in newspapers and literary magazines. This broad field of secondary sources gives the essay a

comprehensive input. 

Analysis

In the following Analysis section, findings and results from my investigation are presented. The first

part  discusses  the  outcome  and  reflections  from  my  own  close  reading,  based  on  the  earlier

presented theories. The latter two parts demonstrate the findings from my investigation into the

reception  Ragtime got in the academic world and in the media respectively.  These sections also

include my reflections on the findings and views presented, as well as summaries of the overall

reception.

Close Reading

I mentioned, in the Theoretical Background, some elements of the reading experience which are

dependent  on  interaction  between  reader  and  author.  There  is  also  an  issue  which  concerns  a

structural  aspect  of  keeping  the  reader’s  attention,  just  as  dependent  on  interaction  as  these

previously mentioned elements. By the way the author has thoughtfully put sentences together and

carefully selected their content; the reader is helped to build up a picture of what will come later in

the text, and of the whole text as an aesthetic object (Iser 110). In  Ragtime, this can be seen in

Doctorow’s short, declarative sentences, which are most frequent in the early part: “Patriotism was

a  reliable  sentiment  in  the  early  1900’s.  Teddy  Roosevelt  was  president”  (Doctorow  3).  The

structure then changes as  the passage continues:  “The population customarily gathered in great

numbers either out of doors for parades, public concerts, fish fries, political picnics, social outings,

or  indoors  in  meeting  halls,  vaudeville  theatres,  operas,  ballrooms.  There  seemed  to  be  no
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entertainment that did not involve great swarms of people” (Doctorow 3). The shortness of the first

two sentences sets a light tone and a high pace, while the content of the following two tell us what

this will be about; people of all kinds, people’s lives, the stories of people. My interpretation of the

structural finding is that Doctorow wants readers to go on a fast-paced reading journey, in order to

quickly take in the text,  while the content helps us to see what kind of  America he wishes  to

describe to the reader:  a vibrant,  dynamic country – alive with people and alive because of its

people. This tells readers about the importance of ‘normal’ people for a country, and enables them

to see how they themselves are important and always have been throughout history.

Iser describes how the sequence of sentences can also be contradictory, as when an author

follows a couple of coherent, connected sentences with a sudden turn. The relations between the

sentences then “serve to modify and even frustrate the expectations they have aroused. In so doing,

they automatically have a retroactive effect on what has already been read, which now appears quite

different” (Iser 111).  The author can thus use sudden turns to play with the readers’ minds and

memory, and force them to continuously question the past. An example in  Ragtime is the below

passage about Grandfather enjoying the coming of spring. After a long, colourful description of the

new spring flowers, the passage continues with his reaction:

Grandfather  stood  in  the  yard  and  gave  a  standing  ovation.  A breeze  came  and  blew  

from the maples a shower of spermatozoic soft-headed green buds.  They caught in his  

sparse grey hair. He shook his head with delight, feeling a wreath had been bestowed. A 

joyful spasm took hold of him and he stuck his leg out in an old man jig, lost his balance, 

and slid on the heel of his shoe into a sitting position. In this manner he cracked his pelvis 

and entered a period of declining health from which he would not recover. (Doctorow 164)

The text goes from describing something in a happy, lively spirit, through an unexpected change

into a negative twist at the end. This takes the reader by surprise and creates a general uncertainty of

what is going to happen next. From this, it seems to me that Doctorow is keen to keep his reader

alert and observant, to always be prepared for a change or for something to appear differently to

how it first seems. This would be a part of the effect of creating an openness in the reader, a way of

thinking which is open to alternatives; alternative versions of events in the story, alternative views

of life, alternative views of history.

From the Berger theories, we realise that established history, which has of course changed

through  the  course  of  history,  is  ‘manipulated’,  and  that  all  stories  or  versions  of  history  are
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‘manipulated’ to some extent. Since we cannot ‘see’ history when it actually took place, we cannot

relate satisfyingly to it or fully place ourselves within it: “When we are prevented from seeing it, we

are being deprived of the history which belongs to us” (Berger 11). For example the history of

‘normal people’, that of the worker, that of the poor immigrant, has been left out or mystified in

history books in favour of the (justifying) history of the ruling classes (Berger 11). Therefore it is

not surprising that they are positive and accepting when Doctorow provides an interpretation that

appeals to them, one where they have a place.

Doctorow  paints  nostalgic  descriptions  of  cities,  inventions  etc.,  and  then  removes  the

nostalgia by challenging the version of the past established to be ‘true’. He plays with his readers

and takes advantage of their weaknesses. He gives his intended readers (ordinary people, chiefly

Americans) the nostalgia they want (dreamlike, shimmering imagery of inventions or items from

the era) as well as the non-nostalgia they want (a place in history they have not previously had).

Regardless of whether this was Doctorow’s intention or not, if it is accepted by many people it

becomes populist. His text may take advantage of readers’ ideological interpretations without him

even being aware.

Iser points out that however high the level of participation is from the reader, he or she will

still  always be outside the text and therefore has to be “manipulated” and “guided” (152).  Iser

comments  that  the  author  cannot  guide  the  readers  solely  based  on  their  “personal  history of

experience, but this history cannot be totally ignored either: only when the reader has been taken

outside his own experience can his viewpoint be changed” (152). The readers have to be guided

both into gathering the meaning and into understanding it. Iser acknowledges that it is impossible

for a text to integrate all readers’ different norms and values. This would also be risky to attempt, as

the  author  might  end  up  excluding  some of  his  readers  (152).  However,  Doctorow said  in  an

interview: “I do want the book to be accessible. I want working-class people to read it, people who

don’t follow novels” (Morris, Conversations 4). He thus reveals a group he focused on more than

others, but also that he wanted to make it highly accessible in general, which explains why he does

not only  incorporate working class people (and make them the heroes), but also so many other

diverse kinds of personal American histories in his story, and making all their histories part of ‘his-

story’; his version of America’s history.

Response and Perception: Ragtime in the Academic World

The following is based on material from a selection of academic interpretations and analyses of

Ragtime, some of them dealing with the book directly and others with the response and reactions it

received.

Literary critic and theorist  Fredric  Jameson calls  Doctorow “one of the few serious and
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innovative leftist novelists at work in the United States today” (21), and argues that “Ragtime gives

itself officially as a panorama of the first two decades” (21). Jameson’s wording here suggests that

his view of the way history is portrayed in the book is that Doctorow gives readers his own version

of history (‘his-story’) as an alternative to anyone who might be interested. If readers accept this

version as an alternative, it may have the effect of believing less in earlier established versions.

An  argument  put  forth  by  Jameson  is  that  by  identifying  famous  historical  characters

alongside  capitalised  family  persona  (‘Mother’,  ‘Father’ etc.),  Doctorow  makes  them  all  less

abstract. In combination with what we already know about these characters or family roles,  the

effect is a powerful déjà vu experience, a feeling that all these people are familiar to us (Jameson

24). This interesting reflection tells us one possible reason as to why so many people feel that they

can relate to the people and events of Ragtime, and thus take the story to their hearts.

Jameson argues that Ragtime through its blending of fact and fiction obscures the historical

referent (25). Linda Hutcheon disagrees however, and argues that it is the very blending, combined

with the accuracy in the description of the era,  which makes the reader aware of the historical

element and how it  works (Hutcheon 89).  Despite their different  opinions,  both critics seem to

stress  that  Ragtime stimulates  the  reader’s  own  creation  of  history  and  the  questioning  of

established versions of history.

John  Williams  describes  some  of  the  positive  criticism  of  Doctorow:  “In  1979,  both

Constance Pierce and Samuel Hux combine the Aristotelian privileging of fiction over history with

the postmodern dogma that history is inevitably constructed, not objective, to praise Doctorow’s

achievement”  (Williams  44).  This  notion  that  all  established  history  has  at  some  point  been

constructed  by someone,  backs  up  the  idea  that  providing  an  alternative  which  is  consciously

subjective and therefore freer, makes people more likely to start seeing all versions as alternatives. 

Williams cites Hux discussing how historical fiction and its techniques can do what a simple

account of facts cannot. The genuineness of a fiction author’s imagination, and the fact that it is

fiction and therefore does not claim to be an absolute truth, forces us to believe it and thus fulfils

our desire to believe (Williams 44). In other words, because we know that it is not ‘true’, we believe

it for what it is: fiction. The argument, however, seems to be not only that we believe it for the

above mentioned reasons, but also that we believe it all the more, and that this fulfils a significant

desire in us; we want and need to believe in something. This puts  Ragtime and this essay in an

interesting position; even though Doctorow is on the border between fiction and non-fiction, the

fact that his book still is seen as fiction means, according to this view, that the likeliness for readers

to  believe what  is  written increases.  That  naturally also makes the readers more likely to take

Doctorow’s version of history to their hearts,  which can lead to a generally increased openness

towards different versions of history.
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Furthermore, it is argued that the method of imagining events that ‘could’ have happened,

alongside events which did happen, is very similar to when a historian speculates about reasons and

motivations  as  to  why events  occurred  (Williams  44).  Put  differently,  what  Doctorow does  in

Ragtime  is simply to take similar liberties to those taken by historians when they construct their

versions of events. Thus, connecting back to the idea that readers take in these different kinds of

texts  in  different  ways,  there  seems to  be  an  advantage  for  fiction  here.  We read  fiction  with

different eyes to when we read a history book, and accept the fiction book’s content as imagination.

If this imagination also can make us read the history book with the ‘fiction eyes’, as was argued in

the previous paragraph, we will stop taking the truth of the history book’s content for granted and

start viewing it in the same way as we view fiction; as something imagined, someone’s version of

events. Both kinds of texts are subjective, but only fiction admits that it is, and can therefore be

more trusted, or more truly ‘believed’, in what it says. 

Christopher D. Morris discusses how Doctorow experiments with the narrative in Ragtime,

and  concludes  that  a  principal  narrator  cannot  be  determined,  either  as  an  ‘omniscient’  or

identifiable character. Parts of the book imply that the little boy is the narrator, however sometimes

he is referred to in third person which suggests that he is not. He argues that the uncertainty over

who is actually narrating the story is because of the vague name descriptions of the characters, and

that  this  is  “detaching discourse  from any determinable  source”  (Morris,  Models 98).  In  other

words,  by creating  this  uncertainty,  Doctorow denies  the  reader  the  answer  to  the  question  of

whether events are historical or just something seen by one of the characters. Whoever is telling the

story cannot be held to account because we are not sure who it is. Morris states the opinion that by

doing this, Doctorow’s “narration loses its once-supposed anchor in the real” (Morris, Models 107).

Ragtime has thus created yet another issue of questioning for readers to deal with and make their

minds up about.

Morris also points out that by letting the narrator refer to things before they happen, Ragtime

creates further illusions for the reader. An example is to mention early on in the book that Evelyn

Nesbit (a model and socialite, one of the real characters in the story) “happened once to meet Emma

Goldman, the revolutionary” (Doctorow 5) even though this meeting is not narrated until much

later. My interpretation here is that these illusions help to further fragment the idea of a steady,

reliable narrative reality. By handing the reader a piece of the jigsaw puzzle before it can be fitted

in, Doctorow creates further uncertainty as to who tells the story and who knows what. Doctorow

gives  the  readers  the  opportunity  to  create  their  own  alternative  narrative,  which  is  closely

connected to creating one’s own history and place within it. 

In his summary of the book and its response, Douglas Fowler highlights the inventive style

of Ragtime while at the same time calling it a “seeming negation of style” (78, original italics), and
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argues that this ‘absence of style’ makes irony highly present in every description of characters and

episodes. This can be seen as yet another way for Doctorow to throw the reader into confusion, to

never know whether the author or narrator means what he says. This further strengthens the view of

the story as an ‘alternative’ to what may have happened.

Brian  McHale  finds  similar  things  to  comment  on  in  Ragtime,  but  views  them  more

negatively. He states that  Ragtime “compounds ontological offence by staging wholly unhistorical

confrontations” when Doctorow lets famous people meet made-up people, or lets famous people

interact  with  each  other  in  a  way  they  did  not.  He  argues  that  when  real-world  figures  are

manipulated in this way, and also by choosing highly charged people to manipulate, it is to provoke

associations and strong reactions from readers (McHale 86). This could create a similar disorienting

effect to the illusions and confusing narrative Morris discusses and the underlying irony mentioned

by Fowler.

McHale also finds another, darker, theme in Ragtime. He argues that by projecting an “other

world”, which according to McHale Doctorow does by creating an alternative version of American

history, the effect is to: “foreground death, make death available to imagination” (231). Irrespective

of whether one agrees with this interpretation or not, it does create another way of seeing the history

created by Doctorow as an alternative,  something ‘other’,  which, again,  might make the reader

question other versions of history as well.

Summary of Academic Response

From the varied response provided, we can establish that the academics’ analysis focuses on what

effects Doctorow’s techniques have on the reader. It is pointed out that  Ragtime makes the reader

view history in a new way, there is also an emphasis on the way Doctorow creates disorientation.

However, the critics do not find this disorientation bewildering, difficult or exclusive, rather that the

purpose of  it  is  to  create more layers,  more  perspectives.  Williams even compares  Doctorow’s

methods to those of an historian, claiming that they are not so different. Overall, the response here

certainly demonstrates that  Ragtime opens up new views on history, and makes readers question

their previous perceptions.

Response and Reception: Ragtime in the Media

The academic response focused on the new perspectives of history which Doctorow opens up, and

that he achieves this by making the reader disoriented and uncertain. We will now see how the book

was received in the media, by looking into the reviews in a selection of daily press and literary

periodicals.

“E.  L.  Doctorow’s  ‘Ragtime’ is  a  highly original  experiment  in  historical  fiction”  says
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Christopher Lehmann-Haupt in his review in The New York Times. He is of course referring to its

mosaic of fact and fiction. In the stir that the novel caused when it was published in the middle of

the 1970s, many of the reactions focused on this fascinating feature in the book.

Much was made of the connection between the book’s title, Ragtime, and the rhythm given

to it by the combination of a complex yet simple prose and its fluid mix of content. R.Z. Sheppard

wrote in his review in TIME Magazine, “Doctorow’s book is a native American fugue, rhythmic,

melodic and stately. ‘It is never right to play ragtime fast,’ said Joplin, and the same can be said for

reading it” (Sheppard). He continues:  “Literal descriptions and interpretations make many novels

sound better than they are. With Ragtime, just the opposite is true. Its lyric tone, fluid structure and

vigorous rhythms give it a musical quality that explanation mutes” (Sheppard). 

Sheppard was one of the critics showing frustration at the time over the self-consciousness

(Sheppard) in the other contemporary fiction that was being written at the time. Many therefore

seem to have seen  Ragtime  as something new and exciting, fresh and innovative, and something

that filled a gap in contemporary fiction. In a comment in Sheppard’s article, Doctorow himself

dedicates this ability to some extent to his non-highbrow education at the Kenyon College in Ohio,

which was focusing on the critical aspects of writing rather than giving authorship the status of an

intellectual  force.  Sheppard  writes:  “The  purge  has  worked.  Ragtime  is  free  of  the  self-

consciousness of form that mars most contemporary novels” (Sheppard). The “purge” here refers to

the  above-mentioned  focus  in  Doctorow’s  education,  which  seems  to  have  made  it  easier  for

Doctorow to relate to his readers, not feeling that he is intellectually ‘above’ them.

In his review of Ragtime in The New York Review of Books, critic Roger Sale thinks that he

understands Doctorow’s intentions with the blending of fact and fiction. By connecting it jokingly

to the old untruthful Baron Munchausen, he argues that Doctorow thrives in the situation where

people question his  authority on history and his  liberal  manipulation of  it.  Sale uses  this  as  a

reference and writes: “Baron Munchausen might well ask: ‘Was [sic] you there, Doctorow?’ Indeed,

had the Baron turned up in the pages of Ragtime to ask that question, Doctorow would have been

delighted to answer: Yes. No. Wait and see” (Sale). This quote tells us that Sale understands, or feels

that  he understands,  what Doctorow has  tried to do with  Ragtime.  That  Doctorow would want

people to be almost upset about the history being amended, or at least not mind if people are. A

reason for this could be that there is a degree of emotion and importance needed for a debate to start

about a subject. He seems to want readers to make their own minds up about what is fact and what

is fiction, but also seems to want us to have a hard time drawing that line.

Sale  compares  Doctorow’s  work  with  that  of  previous  historical  novelists,  who  in  his

opinion have failed to question the established historical evidence (and therefore not altered it).

Their work has therefore not brought any new light to history, and the situation is one where we
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only “end up with a confectionery or acerbic or somberly insistent sense of the way it once was”

(Sale). In  Ragtime, however, Doctorow goes on an uninhibited journey with his extreme blend of

modified history and pure fiction. That some of the events in the book clearly have not taken place

does not seem to matter for either Doctorow or Sale. What is important is that it brings something

new to fiction, and that it raises questions and creates a debate about what ‘real’ history is. It also

asks questions about how sure we can or shall be of whether events which could have taken place

actually  have  or  have not taken place. This instantly weakens the status of the earlier historical

‘proof’ which says that they have not.

Sale continues to explain how Ragtime, in jumping freely between seriousness and humour,

decides the script in its play with the reader; that as soon as you think you as a reader can take

lightly on it, it gets serious and you start to doubt yourself: “Treat it as game and it will turn serious;

treat it as serious and it becomes fun, rippling, careless, careful” (Sale). The way Sale argues that

Ragtime jumps back and forth between different literary moods and degrees of seriousness suggests

the same eagerness to confuse as the academic response noticed.

While praising the book for balancing so finely on the line between history and fiction, Sale

does not say that everything told in  Ragtime is historically true. He uses some examples where

Doctorow really pushes the limits for what can be believed, while at the same time challenging the

reader because the events or elements he tells the reader about  could  well have happened. One

example is that “One hundred Negroes a year were lynched. One hundred miners were burned alive.

One hundred children were mutilated. There seemed to be quotas for these things” (Doctorow 34).

No one can probably tell Doctorow that he is ‘wrong’ about these numbers, and at the same time no

one can say that he is ‘right’ either. These figures seem to mainly be there to give the reader a sense

about the hardships of the time, but at the same time it is not a coincidence that they are as precise

as they are. The part about the ‘quota’ suggests that the narrator knows about how many people died

in these ways, but also that he or she is upset about the fact that so many died this way, and that he

or she therefore could be prone to exaggeration, or a rounding (up or down) of the figures to one

hundred to make the facts more striking. Another example is the account about the rich classes in

New  York  and  Chicago  holding  “poverty  balls”  (Doctorow  34-35);  something  which  would

certainly nowadays (and when  Ragtime was published) be seen as highly bizarre, condescending

and vulgar behaviour, but which at the same time many would not rule out took place in the early

part of the 1900s. 

Sale also argues  that  Ragtime  has “a rather serious flaw”, a flaw similar to one he also

believes that Doctorow’s previous novel The Book of Daniel has. He goes on to explain how in the

earlier novel Doctorow gets too carried away with his “historical vision” and therefore loses the

tension between the present and the past. This is according to Sale because the latter part of the
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book becomes more what the author wants to have happened, than the author playing with what

could have happened. Sale argues the following for if Doctorow would stick to the latter: 

The result is freer, the inventing about actual people more unabashed. [...] The characters are

figures rather than people, the result is all surface, but the surface shimmers and shines. But 

once again Doctorow has tried to put it all together in a damaging way in the second half of 

the novel. He turns from vignettes and commentary to a plot that will end in a spectacular 

series of scenes. (Sale)

Irrespective of whether one agrees that this makes the novel worse or not, it is possible to see a shift

in the later part of the book. More and more of the characters’ paths cross, more extreme events

occur (such as Coalhouse Walker’s occupation of the JP Morgan Library) and as a reader one can

get the sense that it is building up to a climax. It can be argued, however, that this does not change

Doctorow’s approach. While the book’s form changes slightly (from short declarative sentences and

comments to a more describing, story-like format later on) and the plot gathers pace and indeed

goes towards a climax, it is nonetheless still the same blend of fact and fiction, and does not pretend

to be anything else

The reason why Sale thinks this makes the novel worse is because he argues that it makes it

predictable. As the different pieces of the story are assembled, it gets easier for the reader to guess

what is going to happen. Sale summarises it thus:

[...]  when  the  book becomes  a  story impudence  is  practically lost.  Early in  the  novel  

Doctorow’s calmly written sentences can lead to one fine surprise after another and to a  

reader’s delighted sense that if this isn’t history, so much the better. But a story leading to an

inevitable climax organizes this inventiveness, and the steps to nowhere become steps to  

somewhere predictable, and the ingratiating sentence-by-sentence surprises are gone. (Sale)

One example of these predictable events is when, after the death of Father, Tateh (who at this stage

has  become Baron  Ashkenazy)  and  Mother  become a  couple  in  the  end  (Doctorow 269).  The

question is however, while the increased predictability partly removes the element of surprise from

the reading experience, does it actually change the relationship between fact and fiction? The parts
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of the book that clearly are fiction, such as the one just mentioned, are arguably independent of the

parts that balance on the border of fact and fiction, and as such do not affect them. 

It  can even be argued that the predicable elements make the unpredictable ones stronger.

Sale compares how the anarchist Emma Goldman surprises readers by befriending and even getting

intimate with socialite and model Evelyn Nesbit (Doctorow 54), only to later in the book appear as

one  would  expect  her  to  appear  when answering to  charges  of  involvement  in  the JP Morgan

Library occupation (233). However, the fact that she acts her ‘normal self’ in some instances; the

self that readers will be familiar with beforehand, can arguably make the uncharacteristic events and

actions more credible, regardless of whether they are seen as fiction or history. If she, and any or all

of  the other  known historical  characters in the novel,  would act  surprisingly and unpredictably

throughout the whole book, the reader might not be prepared to accept it as a blend of history and

fiction, but simply fiction. Doctorow might then have been accused of writing something which was

pure fiction while calling it a historical chronicle, and of manipulating history to an unacceptable

extent.

While he believes that Doctorow’s innovative approach and view on history decreases or

even disappears along the way, Sale still gives Doctorow credit for writing something that no one

had ever done previously, and for producing a world, if temporary, where previously unthought-of

historical events could happen alongside known ones.

Lehmann-Haupt  has  similar  reservations  to  the  ones  of  Sale  regarding  the  perceived

collision  between  the  historical  montage  and  the  story’s  plot:  “Indeed,  so  entertaining  is  Mr.

Doctorow’s experiment in historical montage that one almost wishes he hadn’t bothered with his

main plot development.  [...]  For though this serves a purpose similar to the many semifictional

historical vignettes, it is melodramatic and exciting to a degree that throws the novel slightly off

kilter” (Lehmann-Haupt). He goes on to assert that Ragtime “works” however, despite this problem.

He asks rhetorically “Why do these historical images--half documentary-half invented--seem truer

than the truth?”, and answers it himself: “[...] they reflect all that is most significant and dramatic in

America’s last hundred years or so--the rising tide of immigration from Europe and the decline of

the WASP Establishment; the development of the industrial assembly line and the crystalization of a

radical critique of capitalism; the birth of Freudian sexual awareness and the changed consciousness

of  the  American  woman” (Lehmann-Haupt).  This  summarises  what  many  see  is  Ragtime’s

greatness: to manage to include all these important changes and developments in America in an

inclusive and almost complete way. The rise of the Civil Rights Movement is also included in the

portrayal of Coalhouse Walker’s struggle, so could also be added to Lehmann-Haupt’s list.

The reason why readers feel this inclusiveness and the fact that Americans and many others

took, and continue to take,  Ragtime to their hearts, is according to Lehmann-Haupt because “it is
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our own personal past we seem to be reading about. The nameless narrator of “Ragtime” addresses

us as if these were the forebears of us all” (Lehmann-Haupt). A consequence of this is an immediate

feeling of accessibility, an ability to relate to both the content and frame of the novel. This, in turn,

leads  to the discussion on whether a  book this  accessible still  can be seen as an ‘experiment’.

Lehmann-Haupt declares that it because of these qualities “resists the label “experimental,” and at

the same time is an experiment so thoroughly successful that it cannot help but be immediate and

accessible” (Lehmann-Haupt). In other words, the experiment with  Ragtime  works two ways – it

can  resist  labelling because it  is  so accessible,  while  it  also can be seen as  an  ‘experiment  in

accessibility’.

Bernard F. Rodgers Jr. pinpoints many of the issues raised by the book in his article about

Doctorow and Ragtime in the Chicago Review. He gives his explanation to how and why the book

manages to appeal to both critics and the general public alike: “The answers are to be found in both

the form and content of Ragtime: a form that is experimental and accomplished enough to appeal to

critics who demand innovation and yet familiar enough to attract the common reader, and a content

that grapples with the fundamental issues confronting the contemporary fictionist yet never ceases

to entertain and engage” (Rodgers Jr. 139). This is another description of the successful blending of

different  elements in  Ragtime.  Rodgers  Jr.  acknowledges that  it  is  no easy task to successfully

attract two such different groups, but considers Ragtime to pull it off. 

Rodgers Jr. discusses how Doctorow in Ragtime uses the construction of myths as a method

“to explain the American present through reference to materials of the American past – and  […]

achieves  some  success  in  that  effort”  (140).  This  construction  of  myth  is  explained  as  being

achieved due to Doctorow’s “ability to manage ironic juxtapositions of images from different places

and time” (140). This is a way of looking at what Doctorow does with history which disregards the

issue of the author manipulating history and telling events which did not happen – it focuses on the

effect  is  has  on  the  text.  The  effect  seems  according  to  Rodgers  Jr.  to  be  a  challenging  and

stimulating experience. Doctorow lets the present meet the past by creating this myth, a past which

better explains the present than the past that people are used to. 

Rodgers  Jr.  continues  to  explain  how  Ragtime,  despite  its  critic-pleasing  experimental

elements described above, still manages to steer clear of confusion and therefore exclusiveness. He

points out that “Ragtime’s point of view is stabilized, and that eliminates much of the confusion;

there is, to make the point simply, something for everyone in the story of these three families caught

up in the events of  the first  decade-and-a-half of this century – the era when America lost  her

innocence and suddenly found herself naked in the modern world” (140). Rodgers Jr. touches on a

few things here. The point of view never changes and therefore does not confuse; it stays focused

on the members of these different American families and the lives of the people they are intertwined
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with. The part of the book that is the most fictional, or in the least risk of ending up in a discussion

of ‘did or did not happen’, is the part he calls  story (original italics) and which is about the three

families. By making these a WASP family, a black family and an immigrant family he makes it

possible for a huge number of Americans to recognise themselves in their lives (this sadly excludes

the role of Native Americans but that does not take the comprehensiveness away). In addition, by

describing an era in which “America lost her innocence”, Doctorow makes it easier for people in

modern America six decades later (and still now) to relate to the events and developments, since

they have lived with the changes that came.

According to Rodgers Jr.,  by placing these normal people, which most normal people of

today can relate to, side by side with the famous people that “fill the pages of our history books”

from this era, Ragtime makes it possible to “see ourselves in its images” (140). It is reasonable to

believe  that  people  associate  history,  especially  their  own  country’s  national  history,  with  the

famous people they have been told were important for that history. Therefore, when the stories of

people like themselves are told within a history which is so full of these associations, they are able

to clearer see their own history, and their place within it. The story about normal people, the people

who build countries (especially countries like America created by immigrants) but never gets a

personal mention, is a story not often told - which adds to the novelty and the excitement for the

reader when it is finally told in this way. Like Rodgers Jr., establishes: “Though these three families

are the only ‘fictional’ characters in the book, they are the most real because they are our own”

(141). Ironically, this puts the much-discussed positions of ‘fictive’ versus ‘real’ in reverse order;

the fictional characters become more real than the non-fictional ones. 

Besides the above described elements, Rodgers Jr. finds the use and effect of the book’s

musical  metaphor  a  further  appealing  feature  to  critics.  He  describes  the  similarities  between

ragtime music and the book’s structure and content: “In Ragtime, as the left hand provides a bass

line  of  historical  events  and  narrative  movement,  the  right  hand  furnishes  the  repetitions,

improvisations and call-and-answer figures that give the book its distinctive style and texture. The

several sets of characters  […] are the equivalents of ragtime’s musical strains. They appear and

reappear throughout the narrative, each time slightly altered” (Rodgers Jr. 141-142). This simile to

the relations musical strains have with each other is easy to see in the book, as the characters meet

and leave each other, are both dependent and independent of each other, and together create the

melody that is the story’s rhythm. There are countless examples in the book, one is how the paths of

Father and Coalhouse meet and leave each other, first by Coalhouse visiting the house repeatedly,

then by Father being dragged in to negotiate when Coalhouse has occupied the JP Morgan library.

An important aspect in the blend of non-fiction and fiction according to Rodgers Jr., is that if

the author wants to balance between them, or stand with one leg in each, he needs to not only use
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the non-fictive element, history and reality, in the right way, but also to let the fictive element be

free and unbound. He argues that “in the hands of a talented writer like Doctorow such a method

manages to both satisfy the public desire for nonfiction and allow the author’s imagination to range

free” (Rodgers Jr. 144). In other words, because Doctorow blends these elements so skilfully, the

book avoids both becoming a ‘fake’ historical chronicle and a non-imaginative and dull, fiction

novel. 

Rodgers Jr.’s article ends by referring to its title “A Novelist’s Revenge”, which comes from

a  Doctorow quote:  “Doctorow has  described  the  book  as  a  mingling  of  fact  and  invention,  a

novelist’s revenge on an age that celebrates non-fiction” (144). It seems thus that Doctorow felt the

need to challenge perceptions and circumstances at the time, and that this need was a major motive

for him to write the book in the way he did, major enough to call it ‘revenge’.

In  Douglas  Fowler’s  summary of  the  critical  response  to  Ragtime,  we can  see  that  the

difference between the positive and the negative is either to do with what Doctorow does to history

or  to  do  with  politics.  While  the  positive  reviewers  (a  majority  according  to  Fowler)  often

disregarded the political angle (or chose not to mention it), instead focusing on the effects of the

experiment with history, the negative reviewers “doubted that invented episodes were ‘truer’ than

the  events  fixed  in  historical  reality”  (Fowler  80).  He further  mentions  that  Hilton  Kramer  in

Commentary accused Doctorow of hiding his social critique in nostalgic descriptions of items from

the era, and that the conservative National Review’s Jeffrey Hart thought that Doctorow verges on

sentimentality and shows a political bias by being a morally harder critic of the WASPs and the

Irish than on activist Emma Goldman and the black Coalhouse Walker (Fowler 81). It seems thus

that most of the negative criticism seemed to come from the right-wing. Since the book became an

enormous success, we can then assume that the majority of positive public reactions were central or

left, this is however impossible to investigate.

Summary of Media Response

Confusion  and  disorientation  is  pointed  out  to  a  lesser  extent  than  in  the  academic  response.

Rodgers Jr. even claims that confusion is eliminated by keeping a steady point of view throughout

the novel.

Not surprisingly, most of the reviews bring up the blend of history and fiction as something

which raises questions for the reader; a refreshing experiment. The technique is also seen as playful,

and it is acknowledged that the game Ragtime plays pushes limits regarding truth and thus raises

further questions.

There seems to be a general opinion that Ragtime manages to be highly representative and

comprehensive regarding America’s history, capturing significant historical developments as well as
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poignant images of ‘normal’ American people.

Sale claims that Doctorow gets too carried away with the plot towards the end of the book,

and that this makes it predictable. Lehmann-Haupt agrees to a certain extent, but more in the way

that the plot becomes almost unnecessary when the montage is so exciting in itself. Rodgers Jr.

however, argues that this unbound imagination is necessary for the book to stay between the two

limits, and that Doctorow skilfully avoids letting his imagination run too wild. 

Politics seems to have been a more important factor in the media response, which is not

surprising since newspapers often have a political leaning or allegiance. The critics who disliked the

political message seemed to have been exclusively on the right wing. However, also these critics

mentioned the historical experiment, which means that it raises questions in everyone.

Overall, most critics seem to have been excited and positive. They highlight the blend of

history and fiction and the effect it has on them; a new, refreshed way of viewing history, the world

and the nation. The great majority of these critics are appealed by the alternative to history which

Ragtime brings them and positive to the questions it raises – further proof of the book’s accessibility

and success as a literary experiment.

Conclusion

I  have  reflected  on  the  style  and  content  of  Ragtime,  with  the  help  of  background  theories

explaining how readers see a text and how they can be affected by it. From this investigation, and

the response from a range of critics and theorists, I can conclusively say that  Ragtime does affect

readers to a great extent. It makes readers realise that versions of America’s history which they have

previously seen as ‘established’ or the ‘correct’ version of events, are not more than alternatives to

consider. The more established versions have also been constructed at some point, structured and

affected by different interests and points of view. Doctorow creates his own, challenging version of

America’s history in the early 1900s, including a wide range of people.  He places the ‘normal’

person alongside the famous, which gives these normal people, the great majority of his readers, the

chance to see themselves in a new light, to identify with the characters and therefore with their own

history. Doctorow thus gives people what many of them have not had, or not felt that they have had

– their own place in history.

Doctorow shows us his image of history, an image which does not tell us how something

was,  but how something  could  have been. This picture is not an absolute contradiction to other

versions of the same events or time, but simply his view; his alternative. This challenges the way

people normally see history, as something certain, the truth of which we take for granted; ‘it must

be true because it is in the history books’. As mentioned above, this does not necessarily concern

whether an event took place or not, but can just as well concern whether someone or something is
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mentioned or excluded.

Doctorow’s blend of history and fiction balances between the two sides, without falling into

either  of  them. He performs this balancing act  by  letting real  historical  events  and people that

readers  are  familiar  with  live lives  which they can identify with and  relate  to.  He binds it  all

together with the element of traditional story-telling – a freely imagined plot.

It is my opinion after this investigation, that this extraordinary achievement is what makes

Ragtime  both  so  immensely  popular  and  so  accessible.  It  has  given  me  a  truly great  reading

experience,  and  given  many people  a  new  way  of  viewing  their  lives  and  their  history.  The

challenge of history, and of the traditional way of viewing it, appeals to readers. It presents doubts

about  their  own history which they perhaps have not  dared to  express,  or  in  some cases were

unaware of. They feel genuinely included for the first time, and able to place themselves in their

country’s history. When they can see themselves in that history, they can also easier identify with

their country’s present, and thus also feel included as parts of that.
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